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Abstract

Collaborative software development is nowadays incon-
ceivable without optimistic version control systems (VCSs).
Without such systems the parallel modification of one arti-
fact by multiple users is impracticable. VCSs proved suc-
cessful in the versioning of code, but they are only condi-
tionally appropriate to the management of model versions.
Conflicts which may occur when two different versions of
one model are merged are detected in an unsatisfactory
manner and consequently, automatic conflict resolution is
hardly offered. In this work, a generic framework allowing
precise conflict detection and intelligent conflict resolution
for models is proposed.

1. Introduction

This research proposal describes a generic framework for
model versioning. When applied on models, current VCSs
suffer from three deficiencies comprising erroneous conflict
detection, unsupportive conflict resolution, and inflexibil-
ity with respect to various modeling languages and mod-
eling tools. We present an adaptable approach to overcome
these problems in order to realize user-friendly versioning
of models.

Since models are a source of information which has
become indispensable to software engineering—either for
documentation purpose or for model driven engineering
(MDE)—the need for a model management tool arises.
Driving paradigms in software engineering are chang-
ing from “everything is an object” to “everything is a
model” [3]. Source code and configuration files are usu-
ally managed by version control systems in an optimistic
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way, allowing developers parallel manipulation. In contrast
to pessimistic locking, where only one developer is allowed
to edit a file, multiple developers may check-out and mod-
ify the same artifact at the same time. The parallel modified
files have to be compared, conflicting changes must be de-
tected and resolved, and finally a merged, consistent version
is checked-in into the repository. Standard VCSs for code
versioning usually work on file-level and perform the con-
flict detection by line-oriented text comparison. Even when
applied on the XMI-serializations of models, such systems
are not suitable for the versioning of models. For exam-
ple, the arrangement of the elements in the serialization is
not unique which might result in the detection of conflicts
which are no conflicts at all. Furthermore, lines of text as in-
divisible units are too coarse grained and parallel modifica-
tions of the same line cannot be handled [7]. Moreover, con-
flict detection is poor, when using the model’s text represen-
tation, because the graph-based structure is destroyed and
the associated syntactic and semantic information is lost.
To preserve semantic meaning of models and to ensure the
structural validity of the model in respect of its metamodel,
the graph based representation should be retained and spe-
cial model management tools are highly valuable [2].

We realize such a model management system with spe-
cial focus on model versioning and genericity in the context
of the AMOR project (Adaptable Model Versioning) [1].
The generic framework is independent of any Ecore1 based
modeling language and may be utilized out-of-the-box for
arbitrary domain-specific modeling languages (DSLs).

2. Motivating Example

Once conflicts are found, they have to be resolved in or-
der to receive a consistent merged version. Three types of
conflicts, namely syntactic, structural, and semantic con-
flicts, may arise during a merge [7].

In the following, we present small examples which illus-
trate typical merge problems.

1http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/
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Figure 1. Semantic Conflict

Figure 1 shows a semantic conflict, that might happen
during the refactoring phase. Two classes in model M,
PdfGenerator and XHTMLGenerator, do a similar
job, that is generating output in a specific format. Two
developers refactor the model in parallel, one introduces
in model M’ an abstract class Generator with the ab-
stract method output and a default implementation of the
method cleanup. The other developer extracts the pub-
lic method output into an interface, as shown in model
M”. This semantic conflict may be resolved by ignoring the
interface. Since the abstract class and the interface have
similar semantics, and the abstract class provides a default
implementation of a helper method, the changes in model
M’ may be suggested to take place in the merged version.

The second example depicted in figure 2 points out a syn-
tactic conflict. Again, two developers edit the same model
elements. Model M consists of two classes Person and
Passport, but the relation among them is missing. Two
parallel modifications take place, the first developer adds a
one-to-one association, while the second developer deletes
the class Passport and adds its attributes into the class
Person. When the changes are merged, a syntactic con-
flict at the model layer has to be resolved. One end of the
association added in model M’ has been deleted in model
M”, and a dangling references problem occurs. Two sug-
gestions for conflict resolution are possible; delete the asso-
ciation, or do not delete the class Passport and keep the
association.

Interestingly, merging the same situation at the code
layer, a semantic conflict arises, because declared variables
are checked in the semantic analysis phase of a compiler,
which is performed after syntax analysis. Conflict resolu-
tion strategies are nearly the same; do not introduce the at-
tribute passport in class Person, or do not delete the
class Passport.
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Figure 2. Syntactic Conflict

Different representations of similar problems might need
a special treatment, even though the underlying concepts are
the same. Thus, generic VCSs, that are applicable to any
modeling language, are often characterized by poor conflict
resolution support. Modeling language dependent VCSs, in
turn, have proper versioning support, but are very inflexi-
ble [1]. This leads to the need for an adaptable model ver-
sioning system.

3. Research Goals

For achieving a high quality model versioning system,
we have identified three key research goals. Firstly, to over-
come the problems of too generic, and too specific VCSs, an
adaptable framework for model versioning should be pro-
vided.

Secondly, a precise conflict detection is needed. To en-
hance the precision of conflict detection and avoid wrongly
indicated conflicts, the generic conflict detection compo-
nent provides hooks for extensibility. The conflict detection
may be enhanced by defining semantic equivalent concepts
for specific modeling languages. Moreover, the state-based
conflict detection may be enhanced by a specific operation-
based versioning approach which may incorporate refactor-
ing operations.

The third key research goal comprises intelligent con-
flict resolution. After conflict detection, the user is usu-
ally confronted with conflicting differences of two models
and is forced to remodel alternatives to achieve a valid and
consistent model. As changes in models often have sev-
eral side-effects, manually resolving conflicts is error prone
and cumbersome. The conflict resolution component illus-
trated in figure 3, supports the user in this repetitive task
with a proper visualization of conflicts and suggestions of
possible resolution strategies, verifying, that merged mod-
els are valid and consistent with respect to the according
metamodel. Suggestions for conflict resolutions are looked-
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Figure 3. System Architecture

up in the conflict resolution pattern storage. Resolution pat-
terns may be created by the model repository admin, and are
derived by tracking user behavior when conflicts are manu-
ally resolved. Frequent conflicts are analyzed, whether they
might be resolved automatically, or at least if the resolution
may be supported with suggestions. As this information is
language dependent, it is not part of the generic framework.
Resolution rules will be added to the Conflict Resolution
Pattern Storage.

4. Research Questions

The proposed work addresses multiple issues, which are
investigated in the Ph.D. studies. The key issues are de-
scribed in the following.

Classification of conflicts. One of the most urgent and
probably challenging question is how to classify occurring
conflicts with respect to their resolution. This classifica-
tion is the basis for all the other research issues. Several
approaches may be eligible reaching from distinguishing
structural and methodological inconsistencies as proposed
in [4] to a classification in pre- and post-merge conflicts.
Another crucial concern is the difference between models
and source code, meaning that models are either just another

view of the same issue, or that conflict resolution differs due
to the incorporated human interpretation in models.

Description and storage of conflict resolution patterns.
Once conflicts are classified, their resolution patterns have
to be described and stored. This can be done either by defin-
ing a dedicated conflict resolution language, or by graph
transformation. An important issue is also how to provide a
user friendly interface, which may be integrated in the pat-
tern editor.

Automation of conflict resolution. To reduce merging
errors occurred by incorrect decisions made in human in-
teraction, as much conflicts as possible should be automat-
ically resolved. Conflicts which occur very often, and may
be resolved without human interaction have to be identified.
A possible strategy is to learn conflict resolution patterns
from the user, by tracking decisions made when conflicts
are manually resolved. To ensure consistency of models
and guarantee a successful merge, a test-driven approach
already used in continuous integration tools for source code
management may be applied—after merging, the model
should be tested.

User support. Another key research question is how to
present conflicts to the user in a supporting manner. That
includes not only visualization of raw conflicts which have
to be resolved totally by hand, but also possible suggestions
for conflict resolution and the associated side-effects.

5. Research Methods

In order to investigate these research questions, the fol-
lowing research methods are applied.

Literature study and evaluation of existing systems.
The first steps which currently take place, are a compre-
hensive study of the related work and an evaluation of state-
of-the-art systems. For example, MolhadoRef [6] is a se-
mantic and operation-based VCS for Java source code with
respect to refactoring operations. MolhadoRef supports the
user with concrete resolution suggestions when conflicts are
found. SemVersion [11] is a RDF-centric versioning ap-
proach with structural and semantic based versioning for
ontologies. CoObRa [10] is a modeling language indepen-
dent tool, and provides a stepwise conflict resolution based
on the latest version of the model in the repository and the
change protocol. Also Odyssey-VCS [9] supports any mod-
eling language, and allows the adaptation of the unit of com-
parison.



Questionnaire. One of the most forthcoming steps is
preparing a questionnaire, which will be answered by in-
terested software developers, that are already using VCSs
and modeling tools. This questionnaire helps to identify the
major requirements for model versioning systems, and how
versioning is already used in practice.

Model analysis. For getting a better understanding of
how models are used in practice, and how large differences
between two versions are, models from industry projects
will be analyzed.

Implementation of a prototype. Based on previous steps
concerning change and conflict reports, an architecture as
proposed in figure 3 is implemented.

Evaluation of the prototype. The implemented proto-
type will be tested and evaluated in a university course on
model engineering with about 200 students.

6. Related Work

With dissemination of MDE and DSLs, also the demand
for model versioning systems increases. This accompanies
with the raising number of different approaches for model
versioning. Besides the versioning tools mentioned above,
some of the most related are shortly presented in the follow-
ing.

Conradi et al. [5] point out, that model versioning sys-
tems will not provide “the” model, instead they should be
customizable to come up to the specific needs of an appli-
cation. Mens et al. [8] focus on inconsistency detection and
resolution as graph transformation rules. Since the resolu-
tion of conflicts might result again in conflicts, detecting
possible cycles or other incompatible strategies may im-
prove the resolution process.

7. Conclusion

Within MDE, models are leveraged to first-class entities
to benefit from their high level of abstraction, their rich se-
mantics, and their powerful visualization capabilities. In
order to establish MDE for a broad spectrum of application
areas, a reliable infrastructure for model management is a
primary prerequisite. As in traditional software engineer-
ing, MDE based projects are seldom conducted by one sin-
gle developer, but by teams. Consequently, the deployment
of version control systems is inevitable. When following
an optimistic versioning approach, which allows concurrent
modifications on one artifact by multiple developers, stan-
dard VCSs are inappropriate for model versioning as code

and models differ in many aspects. When applying stan-
dard VCSs on models, the result is a very complex check-in
process. Efficient model versioning demands for different
methods and techniques than code versioning. In this work,
we proposed a generic approach which aims at precise con-
flict detection and intelligent conflict resolution for the re-
alization of user-supportive model versioning.
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